
I AM FINE!! 
A look a male depression 

Men are often looked to be the protector or strength in the family, to carry on the 
family name and to represent their family according to certain family norms. Because of these 
pressures and stressor there is a certain level of unspoken and unrecognized pressure or 
expectations than men (or their families) place on themselves. When these expectations are 
not met or approval not found often what is left are feelings of shame. Shame in men is a 
powerful motivating force even though it is often unrecognized. It can drive men to addictions, 
anger, violence or depression. Depression used to be seen as a ‘woman’s disease’ but that not 
(nor has it ever been) true.  It is often diagnosed more in women because of the gender 
stereotype associated with depression and the signs and symptoms of depression in men can 
be very different.  

Men often recognize physical symptoms first; feeling tired, headaches, gaining or 
loosing weight, sleep problems, sexual dysfunction, or digestive disorders. They may admit to 
being frustrated or angry or even act controlling or abusive. Unfortunately, men often don’t 
seek medical or mental health care professionals. Here are some differences in signs of 
depression in men and women.  
 

Differences between male and female depression 
Women tend to Men tend to 

Blame themselves  Blame others 
Feel sad, apathetic, and worthless Feel angry, irritable and ego inflated 
Feel anxious and scared Feel suspicious and guarded 
Avoid conflicts at all costs Create conflicts 
Feel slowed down, and drained Feel restless and agitated 
Have trouble setting boundaries Need to feel in control at all costs 
Find it easy to talk about self-doubt & despair Find it “weak” to admit self doubt or despair 
Recognize emotional symptoms first Recognize physical symptoms first 
Use food, relationships and ‘love’ to self-
medicate 

Use alcohol, TV, sports, sex/porn to self 
medicate 

 
Depression is not a sign of emotional weakness or failing of masculinity. It is often 

about high levels of stress and overextending one’s energy. Triggers may be overwhelming 
stress, marital or relationship problems, not reaching important goals, financial difficulties, 
loss, grief and more. Men often learn from a young age not to express their emotions and 
instead to withdraw or explode. Over time, these poor coping strategies can lead from low 
mood, struggling interpersonal relationships and energy loss to clinical depression. It can 
often be a combination of challenges with both interpersonal and biological elements. The 
biological influences are about the levels of neurotransmitters (chemicals that communicate) 
in the brain, which are necessary for the central nervous system to function properly.  
Continuous overwork and stress depletes those chemicals.  Without the right balance in your 
brain, it is like an engine that doesn’t have oil.  It can’t run properly, and like an engine, your 
mind or central nervous system seizes up and the phenomenon is called depression. The 
solution is often multifaceted. With men the most difficult part is often recognizing and 
admitting that they need help. Then lifestyle changes may need to be made by looking at what 



happened to cause the depression.  This process is difficult for someone who is depressed and 
the help from a counselor, pastor, or chaplain could be really beneficial. If suffering from 
clinical depression (remember the engine oil) then a psychiatrist may need to evaluate for the 
possibility of medication. 

With men in missions some of the biggest roadblocks for receiving help are; failure to 
recognize depression, downplaying signs or symptoms, reluctance to discuss depression and 
resisting mental health treatment. If you or someone you know has the symptoms of 
depression it is important that help is received. As human beings we are fallen and prone to 
struggles; emotionally, physically, spiritually, and mentally. The enemy uses these struggles, 
like untreated depression, to greatly affect the ministry and impact for the kingdom. It is pride 
and shame that often lead men to struggle and suffer on their own rather than get help for 
something as treatable as depression.  
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